
小        河     淌           水 

Xiao    He    Tang       Shui 

[ɕiau    hɣ     taŋ          ʃuɛi] 

Creek            to flow   water 

Flowing Creek 

 

 

 

1.  

啊！月     亮       出    來           亮       汪      汪        亮      汪   汪， 

A!    Yue  liang   chu  lai           liang   wang  wang   liang  wang wang, 

[a      jyɛ   liaŋ     ʧu    lai           liaŋ     waŋ    waŋ     liaŋ    waŋ   waŋ] 

Ah!  The moon    out  to come  bright  flourishing    bright flourishing, 

Ah! The moon comes out bright and clear, 

 

 

我   想         我    的   阿  哥           在      深       山， 

wo  xiang     wo   di    a   ge            zai     shen   shan, 

[wɔ ɕiaŋ       wɔ   di    a   gɣ            dzai   ʃən     ʃan] 

I      to miss  my         elder brother in       deep   the mountain,  

I yearn for my love deep in the mountains, 

 

 

哥          像             月     亮        天         上        走           天         上         走，      哥         啊！哥         呀！ 

ge          xiang         yue   liang    tian       shang  zou         tian       shang   zou,        ge          a!     Ge        ya!  

[gɣ         ɕiaŋ           jyɛ    liaŋ      tiɛn       ʃaŋ      dzɔu       tiɛn        ʃaŋ      dzɔu        gɣ          a      gɣ          ja]  

brother   to be like   the   moon   heaven  on       to walk   heaven  on        to walk,  brother  ah!   Brother  ah! 

my love is like the moon walking in heaven, ah, my love! 

 

 

山                    下        小     河     淌           水       清         悠    悠。   

Shan                xia       xiao   he     tang       shui     qing      you  you.     

[ʃan                  ɕia       ɕiau   hɣ     taŋ         ʃuɛi      tɕIŋ       jɔu   jɔu] 

The mountain  under   the  creek   to flow  water   clearly  unhurried.  

The clear creek flows calmly at the foot of the mountain.   

 

 

2.  

啊！月      亮       出     來            照          半     坡        照           半     坡， 

A!    Yue   liang   chu    lai           zhao       ban    po       zhao        ban   po, 

[a      jyɛ    liaŋ     ʧu      lai           ʤau        ban   pɔ        ʤau        ban   pɔ] 

Ah!  The  moon    out    to come  to shine  half   slope    to shine  half   slope,  

Ah!  The moon glistens halfway up the slope, 

 

 

望       見      月    亮       想          起    我  的  哥， 

wang   jian    yue  liang   xiang     qi    wo  di   ge, 

[waŋ   dɕiɛn  jyɛ   liaŋ     ɕiaŋ       tɕi    wɔ  di   gɣ] 

to spot           the moon    to think of    my        brother,  

seeing it reminds me of my beloved, 
 

 



 

一   陣      清     風        吹           上       坡            吹          上       坡，         哥          啊！哥           呀！ 

yi    zhen  qing  feng     chui        shang  po            chui       shang  po,            ge           a!    Ge          ya! 

[ji   ʤǝn   tɕIŋ    fǝŋ      ʧuɛi        ʃaŋ      pɔ             ʧuɛi       ʃaŋ      pɔ             gɣ           a     gɣ           ja] 

a     burst  cool  breeze  to blow   up       the slope  to blow  up       the slope,  brother  ah!   Brother  ah! 

a cool breeze blows up the slope, ah, my love! 

 

 

你     可              聽     見       阿   妹                叫       阿   哥。 

Ni     ke              ting   jian     a     mei              jiao      a     ge. 

[ni     kɣ              tIŋ    dɕiɛn   a     mei              dɕiau   a     gɣ] 

You   to be able   to hear        younger sister    to call  elder brother.  

May you hear me calling to you, my love. 

 

 

(Verse 1 repeats) 

 

 

唉！   啊   哥！ 

Ai!      A    ge! 

[ai       a     gɣ] 

Alas!  Ah   brother!  

Alas, my love! 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: 

- Diphthongs and triphthongs that begin with ‘u’ or ‘i’ should have a [w] or [j] glide element even as 

each vowel is sounded, for example: 

o ‘xiao’ is both [ɕiau/ɕjau]     

o ‘shui’ is both [ʃuɛi/ʃwɛi] 
o ‘tian’ is both [tiɛn/tjɛn]        

o ‘xia’ is both [ɕia/ɕja]        

o ‘jian’ is both [dɕiɛn/dɕjɛn]   

o ‘chui’ is both [ʧuɛi/ʧwɛi]         
o ‘jiao’ is both [dɕiau/dɕjau]    

- Carefully distinguish between certain related but distinct initial consonants 

o ‘x’ and ‘sh’ – The tongue position is different for ‘shan’ [ʃan] and ‘xia’ [ɕia] 

 For ‘shan’, the tip of the tongue curls backward & its bottom touches the mouth roof 

 For ‘xia’, flatten & raise your tongue blade near the mouth roof 
o ‘q’ and ‘ch’ - The tongue position for different for for ‘qing’ [tɕIŋ] and ‘chui’ [ʧuɛi] 

 For‘qing’, the tip of the tongue is facing forward toward the back of the upper front 

teeth (not touching), and the middle top side of the tongue lightly touches the roof of 

the mouth 

 For ‘chui’, the tip of the tongue is curled inward with the bottom side of the tip 

lightly touching the roof of the mouth 



o ‘j’ and ‘zh’ - The tongue position for ‘jian’ [dɕiɛn] and ‘zhen’ [ʤǝn] 

 For ‘jian’ [dɕiɛn] the tip of the tongue is facing the back of the upper front teeth (not 

touching), and the blade of the tongue lightly touches the roof of the mouth 

 For ‘zhen’ [ʤǝn] the tip of the tongue is curled inward with the bottom side of the tip 

lightly touching the roof of the mouth 

- Give special attention to the [ɣ] vowel, which requires simultaneously having the mouth open with 

slight ‘smile’ of [e], a flat tongue slightly raised in back, and raised soft palate 

- The ‘i’ of the ‘ing’ final for ‘qing’ and ‘ting’ should be between [i] and [I] [tɕi/Iŋ] or [ti/Iŋ]  

- The [ɔ] vowel of ‘po’ [pɔ] is only slightly opened from the close [o] vowel; it should be midway [o/ɔ] 

o Form a slight ‘w’ in the lips before intoning the ‘p’ [p(w)ɔ] 

 


